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Abstract

Background: Due to globalization, spread of a pandemic is inevitable as we have seen with COVID-19. Further, increased ease 
of travel increases the potential and frequency of pandemics. Hence, it is imperative to find solutions to stop the spread of future 
pandemics at onset. The proposed solution is a self-reported, symptoms-based syndromic surveillance system that is universal, 
interactive, integrative, and combined with artificial intelligence. Once developed, this framework has the potential to stop any 
future epidemics and pandemic in urban and rural areas worldwide.

Methods: We conducted a thorough literature review of existing short message service (SMS, text messaging) and interactive 
voice response (IVR, calling) surveillance systems, identified and addressed the shortcomings. We considered artificial intelligence 
applicability in this paradigm and cost-versus-benefit analysis in a myriad of economies.

Results: Utilizing social psychology studies regarding user compliance, high-quality systematic analyses of SMS/IVR-based 
reporting tools, artificial intelligence prediction models, and a review of data-sharing laws, we have found that many of the previous 
syndromic surveillance models suffer from data fragmentation, thus hindering their scalability to a global setting.

Conclusions: This proposal will allow decision-making officials and healthcare professionals to robustly identify local disease 
outbreaks, thus thwarting unchecked spread while preventing a breakdown in the supply chain. Since communicable pathogens can 
cause high morbidity and mortality as well as a negative impact on economies, we call upon today’s high-tech companies as well as 
governmental bodies to be the impetus for the change that will decrease the multifaceted burdens on our global society.
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Introduction
Syndromic surveillance refers to the collection of individual 

and population information regarding clinical features, signs, 
and symptoms to provide an early means of outbreak detection 
in the public health landscape [1]. The central objective of the 
initially developed syndromic surveillance systems was to identify  

 
outbreaks, hotspots, and disease clusters early, and to mobilize a 
rapid response, thereby reducing morbidity and mortality [2].

Using machine learning (ML) algorithms, future syndromic 
surveillance systems can be trained on datasets that include 
previous disease outbreaks to be able to detect and predict any 
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such future outbreaks [3]. The monitoring and prediction of 
disease trends will continue to grow and improve as longitudinal 
data accumulates and as syndrome definitions are refined. There 
are many resources, brilliant minds, and accurate systems in place 
to track increase in existing as well as novel disease incidence [4-8] 
(Table 1); however, the current 2020 global landscape concerning 
the spread of coronavirus disease (SARS-CoV-2; COVID-19) has 

highlighted the weaknesses in our syndromic surveillance efficacy. 
Hence, it is essential to develop a robust, worldwide surveillance 
system that would curb any future epidemic or pandemic at the 
outset. Here, we propose an adaptable and timeless model which, 
in the future, could be developed on a global scale to accurately 
identify disease outbreaks in different parts of the world, predict a 
pandemic and stop its spread in a timely manner.

Table 1: Resources that Provide a Proof-of-Concept.

Resource Description

Is concept 
specifically 

mentioned in 
our model? 

Does current 
literature show 

promising 
results?

Considers useful parameter(s) in development of 
proposed model? If so, how?

Blue Dot [11,52]
Artificial intelligence driven, algorithm-based 

health monitoring platform that quantifies 
exposure risk and helps to detect outbreaks early.

Y, Y

Y, predicts based on airline itinerary, mobile 
device data, climate conditions, animal and insect 
populations. Successfully predicted and validated 

the COVID-19, Zika (Florida, 2016), and Ebola (West 
Africa, 2014) outbreaks.

China Infectious 
Diseases Automated-
alert and Response 

System (CIDARS) [53] 

Utilizes the Internet, computers, and mobile 
phones to accomplish rapid signal generation 

and dissemination (SMS), timely reporting, 
and reviewing of signal response results at the 

county, prefecture, provincial, and national levels 
to assist in early outbreak detection at local 
levels. Prompts reporting of unusual disease 
occurrences or potential outbreaks to CDCs 

throughout the country. 

Y, -  
Y, SMS delivery of unusual disease occurrences and 

potential outbreaks utilizing available means for early 
detection and prevention  

COVID Worldwide 
Symptom Tracker [22] 

Finland-based developer. Allows individual to 
report symptoms. Individuals using this program 

are given a unique identification number 
allowing them to update their symptoms in the 

future. 

Y, N 

Y, allows individuals to update their symptoms in 
the program based on their de-identified ID number. 

Mostly used in Finland and neighboring countries, 
limitations include high falsepositives due to self-
reporting without further verification. Project is 

largely in its infancy.

COVID Symptom 
Study (Previously 
COVID Symptom 

Tracker) [3] 

Developed by Zoe Global in collaboration with 
King’s College London and Massachusetts 

General Hospital. Enables the capture of self-
reported information related to COVID-19. 

Mobile application based, therefore user logs into 
app to report symptom status (age: 18+ and must 

provide consent). 

Y, - 

Y, same as above. Added current applicability in 
US and UK (2.6 million participants). Accurately 

predicted that 17.4% tested positive for COVID-19. 
High false positives,but has means to verify COVID-19 

status suspicion. Very interactive and highly user-
friendly. Application based, therefore limitations 

where smartphones do not exist. 

Early Warning, Alert, 
and Response System 

(EWARS) [55,56]

Mobile phone field-based reporting and 
management system. Is deployed in remote 
and challenging field settings where there is 

no access to reliable internet or electricity. The 
system is available in a prepackaged box that 

contains mobile phones, laptops, solar generators 
and chargers, and a local server. Phones are 

distributed in rural, remote areas. Data is 
collected and temporarily saved and stored 

off-line. Once the data is added to the server it is 
synced and uploaded for real-time analysis.  

Y, Y 

Y, allows for on-site investigation of rise in disease 
incidence. Evaluation by healthcare professionals 

verifies whether potential patient has communicable 
disease. 
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Mobile-Based 
Surveillance Quest 

Using IT (MoSQuIT) 
[57]

Digital, mobile phone-based system in place 
for Malaria surveillance. This system offers 
real-time tracking of disease, identification, 

and management of outbreaks, and is run on a 
central server. It also allows for data collection 
from rural and slum areas via health activists. 
Information reported to this system is made 

immediately available to public health officials, 
in database form, for analysis. Decisions can 
then be made to enforce quarantine in those 

areas, send out mass-messages to warn others 
about potential outbreaks, and allocate medical 

supplies.

Y, Y 

Y, streamlines information via digitalization from 
underserved areas to a centralized platform and 
enabled faster generation of information critical 

to disease prevention. Addressed underreporting 
issues that burdened India with economical latencies 

as a manifestation of unchecked/unknown disease 
spread/active cases.

ProMED Mail (PMM) 
[63] 

worldwide, online, email-based system put on by 
the International Society for Infectious Disease. Y, Y 

Y, reported many outbreaks before the World Health 
Organization (WHO) did. Addresses privacy concerns 

by de-identifying reported information for quicker 
turnover of data acquisition and meaningful usage. 

Open and free to use for global surveillance. Notably, 
PMM caught a Cholera outbreak in the Philippines 
almost three weeks before the WHO, Yellow Fever 

in Brazil days before the WHO, Cholera in Peru eight 
weeks before the WHO, and the SARS outbreak 

even before governments were able to issue reports 
[30]. PMM has also been the first system to detect 
and report on numerous major and minor disease 
outbreaks including SARS, MERS, Ebola, and Zika. 

PMM is an open and free to use global surveillance 
system [31].

Sproxil [65] 

System that helps identify counterfeit medicine 
hotspots in Ghana, Nigeria, Kenya, and India. It is 
supported by regulatory bodies and governments 

and utilizes a mobile, text-message based 
reporting system to a central database. 

N, Y 
Y, parameters may be repurposed in terms of coding 

to lend wisdom in identification of hacking or 
malicious utilization of healthcare information. 

Well Vis COVID-19 
Triaging [23] 

This is an internet-based, self-reporting system 
that assesses an individual’s risk and helps 

that individual decide on the next steps to take 
(whether that person should go to the doctor, call 

the disease control hotline, etc.)

Y, N 

Y, in our current global landscape and due to reliance 
on current syndromic surveillance models, triaging 

algorithm may be useful until shifting is fully 
implemented into practice. 

Zenysis [54] 

Emergency response and disease surveillance 
system that is mobile based. It Utilizes a 

centralized, integrated virtual control room. 
Based on individual reporting their system can 
accurately make predictions of future outbreak 

areas and medical supply shortages. These 
predictions can be used to catch problems early 

on.

Y, Y 

Y, utilizes machine learning algorithms to inform 
decision making officials of evidence based 

prediction and near-real-time reporting of cases. AI 
enhancement made false positive prevalence lower 
than technology that did not use it. Integrated data 

sets into a single platform (virtual workspace), 
established a high-quality information flow to the 
public and partnering organizations, and allowed 

decision makers (government officials and healthcare 
professionals) to reduce cholera cases from 400 to 0 

in three weeks (Sofala, Africa, 2019)

A conglomeration of resources with concepts that are either well-studied, applicable to our proposal, or both. Legend: Y = Yes, N = No, - =significantly 
documented limitations that must be considered, and furtherly researched before definitive “yes”.

The Problems
Firstly, current national and international surveillance methods 

only track provider-reported symptoms and disease cases [4,9] 
where symptom reporting is dependent on a healthcare provider 
seeing the patient. Further, delay of care is a persistent and 
undesirable feature of current health care systems where nearly 
33% of Americans report an inability to receive timely care for 
urgent needs [10]. Symptomatic patients hesitate to seek care for 
weeks and travel rates among asymptomatic patients allow for 

unchecked disease spread to others [11-15]. A second problem with 
current disease surveillance methods is access to healthcare. With 
global healthcare inaccessibility, people in afflicted communities 
either must wait days to weeks before healthcare professional’s 
assessment or do not receive healthcare altogether and community 
transmission of disease goes unchecked [16-19]. Especially relevant 
in developing countries, lack of geographic accessibility hinders the 
distribution of healthcare-related items (i.e., drugs and vaccines) 
[16].
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Limited access to electricity, supply-chain, internet, and cellular 
network further contribute to underreporting of true case volume 
via the current surveillance system structures [3,15]. The third 
problem with current methods is fragmented communication 
and integration [4-8]. When datasets are centralized, predictive 
power, detection, and prevention are greatly increased [3,20]. 
Overall, current methods do not allow for robust early containment 
of geographical hotspots, thus allowing future outbreaks and 
pandemics. With current methods, we can pair retrospective 
analytical tools with prospective, predictive software to develop an 
early notification system.

Addressing Healthcare Provider-Dependent Reporting

While several countries have previously implemented small-
scale, local, mobile-based health surveillance systems in urban and 
rural areas (Table 1), the lack of central integration misses early 
detection of outbreaks at-large. Despite the current need for central 
integration, there is a place for mobile-based practice in public health. 
A systematic review in 2015 that looked at many high-quality meta-
analyses and systematic research reviews substantially supports 
the value of integrating text-messaging interventions into public 
health practice, especially since the interactivity in the SMS format 
facilitated and correlated positively with use and health outcomes 
[21]. Open-access symptom tracker tools equip users with unique 
identification numbers and resources to guide their “next-steps” 
[3,22,23]. Our proposal seeks to utilize the useful insights from 
these surveillance systems as it is mentioned in (Table 1).

User Compliance

While SMS-mediated communication allows for great 
penetrance [24,25] a limitation with user (i.e., patient) compliance 
must be addressed in governmental initiatives that empower the 
patient through SMS/IVR. One group showed that intrinsically and 
extrinsically motivated individuals (self-determination theory) are 
more likely to participate in governmental initiatives when users 
deemed it “fun and enjoyable” [26]. Therefore, a quintessential 
aspect in the development of our AI’s interactivity function would 
be the cornerstone that it is exceptionally user-friendly.

Furthermore, it has been reported that negative emotions (i.e., 
fear and anxiety) in response to the current pandemic are protective 
and account for adaptive public health-compliant behavior change 
[27]. However, over-sensationalized media coverage and fear of 
infection during health clinic visits have contributed to maladaptive 
levels of anxiety, which helps explain why some patients do not seek 
healthcare services [28,29]. As negative emotions can facilitate 
user compliance, especially in our proposal’s governmental, 
public-health initiative paradigm, we strongly recommend that 

media outlets responsibly report findings from evidence-based 
institutions.

Increasing Predictivity Power, Integrating Deep 
Learning, and Saving Money

As SARS-CoV-2 has inspired the advent of open-access 
symptom tracker tools [3,22], a mainstay limitation is a high rate 
of false-negatives and -positives in the database (attributed to 
leading questions and mainstream media influence). Nonetheless, 
when one group paired disease-specific symptoms (i.e., loss of 
taste and smell) with otherwise general symptoms (i.e., fatigue, 
persistent cough, and loss of appetite), they yielded a prediction 
model that most accurately determined true-positives [3]. Another 
group showed that ML and cloud computing end-user data can 
predict disease spread in real-time using the Robust Weibull 
model (e.g., allows user to weigh parameters to robustly deal with 
contaminated data), which made statistically better predictions 
than the baseline Gaussian model (e.g., a model that assumes a 
parabolic behavior near the origin of coordinates) [30]. These more 
accurate predictions allow for a better proactive governmental and 
citizen response to an emergence of disease in a country specific 
manner.

As notorious overfilling of hospitals occurred in the face of the 
2020 COVID-19 pandemic in countries across the world, a better 
system for triaging was made evident. In the clinical setting, a fully 
automated Deep Learning (DL) system for COVID-19 diagnosis 
and prognosis may better triage patients based on computed 
tomographic images of their lungs, thus optimizing medical 
resource usage in the clinical setting. Additionally, this DL system 
is also able to differentiate pneumonias (COVID-19 vs. other viral 
vs. bacterial), thus substantially decreasing the generation of false-
positives [31]. As ML predictive models are developed, DL methods 
may be employed to amplify important inputs that discriminate 
and suppress irrelevant variations [32]. On a geographical scale, 
Blue Dot and Zenysis (Table 1) are AI-based healthcare companies 
that have utilized aggregated data in thwarting previous epidemics. 
Their concepts provide prediction models based on meta-data 
parameters (airline itinerary, disease-carrying vector[s], and 
cellphone data). Analysis offered by Oxford Insights details the 
readiness index by which various countries’ governments have the 
capacity to implement AI technology into their daily practice [33-
37]. In a cost-versus-benefit analysis, financially limited countries 
may benefit the most in a universally accessible syndromic 
surveillance paradigm [32]. As larger datasets are integrated, 
ML and DL-associated costs are expected to increase; however, 
mitigating economic devastations warrant the investment.
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Applicability in Global Communities (Urban & Rural)

Smartphone-based applications are powerful, but there is 
concern that their scalability is limited to affluent areas in developed 
countries, and the concept cannot be extrapolated to rural areas, 
impoverished cities, or developing countries [38]. Unavailability of 
transportation is associated with a lack of regular medical care and 
less use of healthcare services, therefore leading to adverse health 
outcomes that may be otherwise prevented [39]. Rural populations 
are less likely to have online access to health information [40], 
less access to information from primary care physicians and 
specialists [41], and lower levels of health literacy [42] compared 

to urban residents. Rural populations, especially minorities, are 
more unlikely to be able to see a physician for at least one year due 
to the related costs [43]. In (Table 2), we show extensive global 
utilization in both urban and rural demographics that have SMS 
and IVR technologies currently employed. We summarized these 
findings to show the current successes in utilizing the SMS/IVR 
route as a means for data collection and information distribution 
done in an accurate manner. Taken together, user compliance may 
be enhanced by an automated, streamlined, and digitalized SMS/
IVR syndromic surveillance model, therefore leading to the early 
detection and prevention of epidemic and pandemic pathogens.

Table 2: Feasibility of Proposed Program Worldwide based on Similarly Employed Technologies.

(Urban/Rural) Country SMS, IVR, or Both? Category Results

Philippines [34] Both Crime
-  20% of population with cellphones subscribed

-  Overall reduction of crime

India [57] SMS Health (Malaria)

-  Decreased time of data transfer (21 days to instantaneous)

-  Decreased time of lab results (7 days to 1 day)

-   Increased medical stock visibility (7 days to instantaneous)

-  Increased epidemiological report generation (1 month to 1 
hour)

Ireland [35] SMS Health (COVID-19)

-  82.9% of text messages sent received a response

Referred 9% of asymptomatic close contacts for testing (from 
14.6% of total asymptomatic close contacts)

- 2.6% of total text message recipients tested positive for 
COVID-19

Sierra Leone [36] Both Health (Ebola) - 85.8% of cell phone alerts were followed-up within 24 hours

Rural Nepal [37] SMS
Health

(Diarrheal & Respiratory 
Diseases)

-  Data collected via SMS modestly correlated with clinical/
hospital data

- Effectively provided a snapshot at current health state before 
reaching the hospital

Rural Western Uganda [45] SMS Health (General) -  Reporting of symptoms was found to be 75.2% accurate

Rural Madagascar [46] SMS Health -  86.7% of the data was analyzed in “real-time” of 24 hours

Rural Ghana [47] IVR

(Influenza-

Like

Diseases)

Health (General)

- Caregivers were able to triage children’s symptoms effectively 
based on severity

-  Reporting of symptoms was found to be 95% accurate for fever 
and 87% accurate for diarrhea

Examples of countries utilizing SMS and IVR technologies to mitigate a variety of issues (i.e, crime, specific- and general-health issues). Results 
are summarized from primary literature sources. Countries considered were those of both urban and rural geographical location.

Proposed Solution
Our proposed symptoms-based syndromic surveillance 

addresses three main objectives:

•	 Focus on early detection of known and unknown diseases to 
improve overall health surveillance.

•	 Prevent potential disease transmission within the community, 
thereby mitigating outbreaks at-large.

•	 Consider mass distribution and market penetration through 
current economic and medical landscape.

The proposed solution (Figure 1) is a self-reported, symptoms-
based syndromic surveillance system that is universal, interactive, 
integrative, and combined with artificial intelligence. The system 
aims to be integrated, meaning data input and analysis is handled 
by one central system. It utilizes short message service (SMS; 
text-messaging) and interactive voice response (IVR; calling; for 
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those unable to text) to identify and contain hot spots during the 
early stages of an outbreak. Our proposed system interacts with 
users (educating them on evidence based/recommended “next-

steps”) and with the virtual workspace (communicating findings 
in [near]-real-time) using an artificial intelligence (AI)-enhanced 
communication pipeline.

Figure 1.

The key to the success of our solution is funding provided by 
international health agencies and legislative bodies. The proposal 
includes collaboration between different regional, national, and 
global, governing bodies to construct a centralized, mobile-based 
reporting network. Previous success has been shown with disease-
outbreak prevention systems utilizing cellphones at local and 
regional levels. Two groups have successfully used similar ideas in 
the United States and United Kingdom. The first was used to predict 
geographical hotspots of COVID-19 incidence five to seven days 
before public health reports, and the second to predict COVID-19 
cases, based on self-reported symptoms, before patients were seen 
and diagnosed [3,44]. In the United States, contact tracing is done 
via SMS, telephone, or in-person follow-ups. When compared to the 
robust SMS system in Ireland, the United States had a significantly 

lower yield of 0.5% positive COVID-19 cases from 445 close contacts 
[45-48]. Therefore, while cognizant of its current limitations, we 
consider a system based in mobile technology best suited for the 
early detection needs of a pandemic.

AI has equipped its users with robust predictive power which 
provides accurate case reporting while simultaneously mitigating 
false-positive cases. It also offers low-cost alternatives such as 
virtual, data-integrated workspaces to ease the workload by any 
single individual that can work in both urban and rural settings. In 
an artificial intelligence (AI)-based manner, big-data companies, 
such as Blue Dot and Zenysis (Table 1), have increased the 
availability of the technology’s benefits to entire regions despite 
economic shortage. By having an AI-enhanced SMS/IVR system, we 
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exponentially strengthen our otherwise lacking financial resources, 
human ability to manage big datasets, and disease prevention and 
mitigation strategies. By utilizing an SMS/IVR reporting system to 
obtain initial data in a potential public health crisis scenario, our 
proposal would be able to pre-screen users and effectively lessen 
the rapid demand on healthcare professionals and resources. Our 
end-users assigned an identification number and partnering health 
agencies can de-identify patient information since the user only 
needs a cellphone number when giving self-reported symptoms 
and demographic information. Users are then triaged and advised 
on follow-up that mitigates psychological distress and functional 
impairment among citizens, thus increasing user compliance. As 
AI-based technology to detect disease-causing agents is expected 
to increase, its current and expected applications on various levels 
may help to decrease inherent costs and curtail expenditures 
associated with a breakdown of the supply chain.

In a centralized manner, our proposal empowers legislative 
bodies, healthcare professionals, and individual decision-making 
citizens informatively on the proper next steps. Mobile-based 
tools have previously been rapidly deployed in pandemic settings 
to address disease reporting and treatment needs [3,44]. Our 
proposal allows for the greatest market penetration in the current 
technological landscape and provides vital access to healthcare 
to vulnerable populations. In emerging economies, 78% of the 

population own mobile phones [49]. In advanced economies and 
the United States, 94% [50] and 96% [49] of the population own 
mobile phones, respectively. By relying on the current hardware 
distribution of cellphones allocated to individuals in the world, 
we drastically decrease the need for new hardware. Developing 
a syndromic surveillance network that relies on the utilization 
of existing hardware, combined with its expansive present-day 
utilization in both rural and urban societies, allows our proposed 
system to be highly scalable. Combined with AI and ML, a system 
like this would identify emerging patterns of disease exposure, 
symptom onset, disease trajectory, and clinical prognosis [51].

Remaining Challenges
Secondary Costs

Costs related to further engineering of software for AI, ML, 
and DL that seeks to integrate information from country-based 
syndromic surveillance systems into a centralized system will both 
need to be funded. Additionally, expanding EWARS-like systems 
(Table 1) so that they are readily available may require additional 
investment from the WHO. If the long-term feasibility of this program 
is adopted and governments wish to equip every individual with 
a mobile phone (smart or not), they may need additional funding 
for hardware needs if sensitivity is to be maximized. This may not 
be required as a smaller percentage of local populations rise in 
symptoms may be enough to alert of unusual disease activity.

Altruistic Behavior

Figure 2.
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Perhaps the greatest limitation of them all will be the desire for 
companies, governments, and other resources to work together if 
this idea would be proposed over the next five years (Figure 2). While 
organizations like the WHO may obtain individual governmental 
backing, we will need governmental contracts promising financial 
compensation for lasting partnerships. In addition, we will need a 
group of computer and AI engineers to collaborate in developing 
the algorithm and code for this centralized system. We may utilize 
algorithms like Blue Dot’s [52,53] or Zenysis’ [54] that will help 
setup the program for widespread distribution. Once developed, it 
can be deployed by individual local and national governments and 
increase the robustness of this system. With the added benefit of 
ML and DL, this system will be adaptable over time without needing 
to start from scratch [55-57].

Privacy Concerns

One of the biggest concerns with big data communication 
networks is that only data that are meant to be transferred are 
obtained by the organizing bodies. This emphasizes the need for 
institutional regulations regarding the issues of privacy at all levels 
- patient and individual governments. Current legal precedents 
may help guide privacy rights and data sharing in our syndromic 
surveillance model. Importantly, all information collected from 
users is de-identified and HIPAA compliant, which is achievable if 
users are provided with a unique identification number that then 
redacts their personal information. United States federal law allows 
the sharing of healthcare-related information to those conducting 
public health surveillance [58].

International Health Regulations implemented by the Global 
Outbreak Alert and Response Network (GOARN) also permit the 
sharing of health information among countries [59]. These legislative 
bodies may be useful in checking that information cannot be linked 
to personal health information of any individual and ensure privacy 
compliance to ensure ethical utilization and enhanced privacy of the 
patient data that will be collected, guidelines such as Singapore’s 
Model Artificial Intelligence Governance Framework [60] can be 
used. Other guidelines were also established to encourage the use 
of data collected via public funds to be a public good [61]. However, 
these guidelines were not universally adopted due to privacy 
concerns. Blockchain, a distributed ledger system most commonly 
used for cryptocurrencies, can be used to combat these privacy 
issues and ultimately maintain confidentiality of health data [61]. 
De-identifying data or performing meta-analysis can be other ways 
to protect patient data while continuing to benefit from the valuable 
health information [62].

The use of ML will build prospective analyses, which then can 
be retrospectively verified to enhance future predictive power. 

Utilizing current datasets that do not require official clearance may 
curtail disease detection, and respect privacy concerns as data is 
inherently de-identified before reporting. Pro MED Mail (PMM) is a 
worldwide, online, email-based system put on by the International 
Society for Infectious Disease [63-65]. In contrast to the World 
Health Organization, PMM does not need clearance from officials 
before reporting on disease. Thus, by also sending this information 
to the AI-enhanced proposal we describe, we may afford national 
governments the preliminary preventative decision-making 
information before cases break into epidemic magnitude.

Taken together, many legal avenues and resources allow for 
meaningful information to be aggregated while respecting patient 
privacy. Still, however, breaches in personal health information 
should be vigorously overseen to ensure this standard is being met. 
In the technological era of data sharing, safeguards that prevent 
malicious utilization of information and hacking should be active 
areas of research moving forward.

Future Applications
Due to the extensive applicability and reach of this proposal, 

there are several ways this system can be utilized in the future. 
Patients in rural areas can easily be seen and assessed by a provider 
through a central, virtual, “telephone box-like” telemedicine room. 
This method can also allow for remote monitoring of patients. 
Offering and providing a virtual system to receive healthcare may 
be an essential approach to reducing health disparities among 
rural and underserved populations [66,67]. Based on our proposal, 
more complex robotic telemedicine carts with cameras, interactive 
screens, and on-board medical equipment can be developed for 
these populations as well [66]. There is also potential to interact 
and treat disease hot spots without risking healthcare workers 
or additional exposure. Our system can also be used as a mass 
messaging system that provides health alerts or warnings and 
health or disease-related education [66,68]. Millions of people can 
be informed simultaneously via a simple text message, thereby 
increasing their health literacy. Regarding the COVID-19 pandemic 
and for future use, our system can also provide an enhanced 
contact tracing technique. The information can be easily attained 
and analyzed from patients who have reported symptoms in an 
efficient, timely manner.

Conclusion
Design and development of an automated, AI-enhanced SMS/

IVR syndromic surveillance system is of great interest to the global 
scientific and medical community and an active area of research. 
While some areas are better studied than others, the integration 
of associated technologies can be started locally and subsequently 
incorporated into a more centralized database as data and positive 
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outcomes accumulate. With strong evidence showing the beauty 
in a system that increases communication and workflow through 
an AI-enhanced manner, healthcare and the medical landscape 
will inevitably progress in this direction. In our proposed 
solution to thwart any future epidemic and pandemic, we offer a 
conglomeration of evidence-based reports, real-life examples, and 
potential funding sources to perpetuate the beginning of what 
may just change the future of healthcare as we know it. While 
current economic constraints, altruistic-dependent behavior, and 
privacy concerns are considered, the proposal offers future savings, 
positive public health outcomes, and patient privacy protection as 
mainstays in our development toward its feasibility, applicability, 
sustainability, and scalability into the greater medical landscape. 
We describe current and future appliances of our solution that 
truly increase healthcare for all. In an integrated manner, we have 
essentially taken proficient pieces of the metaphorical puzzle and 
assembled them to offer a novel concept in stopping epidemics and 
pandemics in their tracks.
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